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The lack of understanding of several critical processes inhibits the adequate assessment of volcanic 
hazards as well as the evaluation of volcanic risks

What are the main factors that control the recurrence rate and size of the eruptions 
along the CVZA, and consequently, their impacts in the environment, community 

and infrastructure?

The eruptive record is poorly 
known

The relationship between regional 
tectonic processes and their 

impacts in volcanism are poorly 
studied

Scientific Proposal

?

The eruptive intensity and 
magnitudes are poorly 

constrained

Scientific Problem

Central Scientific Question



- Relatively old volcanic arc (27 Ma).

- Low eruptive recurrence rate compared to other volcanic 
arcs.

- Wide range of eruptive sizes, including abundant 
super-eruptions that are related to calderas.

Globally, the CVZA is a unique volcanic zone and is the best 
area to carry out this proposal because:

1) It is dominated by arid-to-hyperarid environments; 
preservation of the geological record allow us to study the 
long-lived volcanic arc in detail.

2) It is located in an active margin with intense and frequent 
tectonic activity.

3) It is characterized by a low population density, which allow 
us to better constrain the effects of volcanic activity on the 
community and mitigate their risks.
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Objectives

General
To determine the factors that control the recurrence rate and size of eruptions along the CVZA.

Specific
1) To establish the physicochemical processes that control the volcanic activity.
2) To better understand the role of regional tectonic processes on magmatic and volcanic activity.
3) To constrain the effects of volcanism on the environment.
4) To assess the volcanic hazards and risks in specific areas.
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What to do?
To extend the IPOC network to the east in some particular volcanoes (Guallatiri, Isluga, Lascar, Lastarria).
To proved VSAT transmission to these stations (CSN association).
To include in the standard monitoring MT and meteorological data.
To search some special signal in the old data sets.

Proposal for an collaborative work (technical aspects) with foreign and local 
institutions



What to do?
To link effectively SERNAGEOMIN, CSN, universities, research centers & institutes.

How to do it?
To integrate monitoring/permanent equipment in order to cover a wider area (specially considering some areas are less 
monitored and resources can be obtained from research initiatives).
To integrate transmission systems in order to change from offline to online (and real or near-real time data).
To share effectively data between institutions.
To share experiences in technical aspects (equipment, protocols, modeling, etc.).
Carry out more meetings to foster integrative research between several research groups (looking subduction process as a 
one big machine).

Proposal for an integrative work between Chilean 
institutions


